December Foundation Minutes
12/7/16
ASEP Update: LeeAnn
Adding 2 new programs: Brainy Builders and Strem HQ
For the Fall of 2017 Dr. Havrilla has requested that there be a maximum of 5 ASEP
programs.
Kids are getting a little overwhelmed, therefore getting confused and lost in the
afternoons.
We will be losing Drama and the Kid Scientific programs.
Grants:
Award certificates at January staff meeting.
Mindy is giving their certificates in the teacher mailbox and Foundation wants to
official present on Tuesday the 10th of January.
The grants that were originally rejected because they needed improvement were
fixed, turned in, and approved.
Grants totaled $12, 300.
Profit and Loss: Kristi
BBQ sale made about a $1000 profit
We had a several corporate matching that came in.
Davis Dash sponsorship will be made as a separate line item on the budget
spreadsheet.
2 more checks from afterschool programs have come in.
4 out of 8 clubs have paid.
Fundraising:
Birthday marquee is better than last year, but people are using the website to sign
up less than expected.
Dance is happening the Feb. 3.
Jenn will have more information and ideas for next meeting.
Photo booth was too expensive.
PTA Liaison Update: Kristi and Runi
PTA has asked to do Thankful Grams around the same time—perhaps a table.
Jan. 13th is Bingo Night
It was suggested that PTA and Foundation work together to advertise each other’s
organizations.
Davis Dash
Linda has organized her list of potential sponsors and will be heading out soon to
solicit for money. Volunteers to help are requested.
Runi talked to Chik-Fil-a.
Cow can be here with some notice.

We would have to buy the stuffed cows (about $2 a piece) and rent the helicopter to
have the “Cow Drop.” Anyone have a connection to a helicopter and pilot?
School incentives:
$20K pie in face with filming
$25K- Havrilla dress up all day as possibly a chicken
$30K- tricycle race with administration with top class and filming
$40K-sumo wrestling for the whole school assembly
Every kid that gets to $75 gets an emoji pillow.
Dr. Havrilla reports that Davis has been promoting their STEM
accomplishments/lessons and it has been a big hit with students and onlookers. (to
demonstrate the importance of our budget going to budget.)
Linda asked for anyone that has any connections to businesses to please send
Lauren had a suggestion of Lassiter STEM students bringing their t-shirt cannons
and projects to kickoff or as a sub for the helicopters. Excitement for STEM
Dr. Havrilla reported that our test scores showed improvement across the board
and our STEM readiness scores has increased
Other business:
Runi will start the process for the $25 yard signs for graduating 5 th graders.
For meat sales—idea for next year sell vouchers instead of the actual meat.
Linda is up and ready to go to submit our information to Disney.
Linda’s husbands thinks he can get a discount for ipads for our tops awards
Runi suggested maybe a Go-Pro as top prize opposed to the Ipads.
Dr. Havrilla reported that the library with our help has been making a lot of
improvements—from interactive tv, furniture, ipads, etc. Mrs Ward may have a
wishlist.
Kristina asked about science lab. It seems to be well stocked, but Dr. Havrilla will
check with Bob.
PTA garden club will be asking for help.

